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Effective stellar β-decay rates of nuclei with long-lived isomers: 26Al and 34Cl
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Isotopes with low-lying long-lived isomers can behave very differently from other isotopes in astrophysical
environments. In particular, the assumption of thermal equilibrium in computing the temperature-dependent
β-decay rates of such isotopes can fail below certain temperatures. We focus on the β decay of 26Al since it is
one of the most important isotopes in observational astrophysics and has a low-lying isomeric state; we compare
and contrast these results with 34Cl. We rule out recently reported 26Al effective β-decay rates that showed large
differences from previous calculations, finding that we agree with the earlier results. We conclude that in general,
effective β-decay rates should be defined separately for the ground and isomeric states at temperatures where
thermal equilibrium cannot be achieved.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear structure effects are crucial inputs for calculating
nuclear reaction rates in astrophysical conditions. These rates
are used in nuclear reaction network codes to calculate the
nucleosynthesis that occurs in hot stellar environments. To
this end, thermally averaged reaction rates are commonly
used where each isotope that participates in nucleosynthesis
is treated as a single species with the implicit assumption of a
thermal equilibrium population of all excited nuclear states.

Isomers, however, can pose a major challenge to the thermal
equilibrium assumption. An isomer is an excited nuclear state
in which nuclear structure effects inhibitγ decay to lower-lying
states, endowing the isomer with a lifetime much longer than
most nuclear states. The low transition rate from an isomeric
state to lower-lying states is due to either transition selection
rules for allowed transitions (as in spin isomers that require
large changes of angular momentum and K isomers that
must change their spin orientation relative to the nucleus’s
axis of symmetry) or energy barriers from nuclear structure
effects (as in shape isomers that must change shape) [1].
Because of the resultant weak coupling to the ground state,
thermal equilibrium in stellar conditions can be unrealizable
for isotopes with low-lying isomers, particularly if the isomeric
state has a β-decay rate vastly different from the ground state.
In these situations, it becomes particularly tricky to accurately
treat the nuclear species in reaction network calculations.

The best known example of this is the β decay of 26Al,
which has a half-life against β decay of 0.717 Myr in the
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ground state (GS) and a long-lived isomeric state (IS) at 228
keV with a β-decay half-life of 6.35 s [2]. In astrophysics,
26Al is an observationally important isotope. 26Al was shown
to be present in the early solar system via meteoritic excess of
26Mg [3]. 26Al has since become a key isotope for the study
of the formation and evolution of the early solar system using
meteorites. Additionally, 1.809 MeV γ rays from decay of
the first excited state of 26Mg produced by 26Al β decay is
found extensively throughout the galaxy and provides critical
information about ongoing star formation [4,5].

Because of its observational importance, it is crucial to ac-
curately calculate the synthesis of 26Al in stars. Therefore, the
effective β-decay (EBD) rates of 26Al in stellar environments
have been studied extensively [6–10]. Recent calculations
using a novel formalism by Ref. [11] found EBD rates for
26Al that deviate dramatically from the currently accepted rates
[7,8] at temperatures greater than 40 keV. This potentially has
major implications for the yield of 26Al produced in stars.

In this paper, we use a simple but precise method to compute
the EBD rates of 26Al in stellar conditions. We find that our
rates agree very well with previous results by Ref. [7], and we
do not find the deviation reported by Ref. [11]. We also compute
the EBD rates for 34Cl and find that the currently accepted rates
are accurate. We clarify the definition of EBD rates for isotopes
with low-lying isomers and show that they can be used for low
and high temperatures. We point out limitations of EBD rates,
particularly at intermediate temperatures, and discuss methods
to treat them more accurately in nucleosynthesis calculations.

II. EFFECTIVE β-DECAY RATE

EBD rates are used extensively in stellar nucleosynthesis
network codes. In stellar conditions, excited states become
thermally populated. Since the excited states generally have
β-decay rates different from the ground state, the effective rate
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of β decay for the isotope differs from the ground-state rate.
The effective rate depends on temperature T , as the thermal
occupation probability of exited states changes with T . Ideally,
every excited state with an appreciable thermal population at a
given temperature should be treated separately, i.e., essentially
as a separate species in the nuclear reaction network. However,
such an approach can greatly increase the size of the network,
making the calculations computationally expensive. The goal
of using EBD rates is to reduce the network size by employing
a single effective rate at a given temperature and density that
accounts for the contribution from the ground state as well as
the excited states. This allows an isotope to be treated as a
single species in the reaction network.

The most common approach to calculating β decay is to
assume that the nuclear states are in a thermal equilibrium
distribution [12–16]. The thermal EBD rate is

λ
β
eff (T ) =

∑
i

ni(T )λβ
i , (1)

where ni and λ
β
i are the thermal occupation probability and

β-decay rate of state i, respectively. Usually, ni increases with
temperature for the excited states, and their contribution to
λ

β
eff increases accordingly. The values of ni come from the

Boltzmann distribution.

ni(T ) = 2Ji + 1

G(T )
e−Ei/T . (2)

Here, Ji and Ei are the spin and energy of state i, respectively,
and G(T ) is the nuclear partition function at temperature T .

This method of calculating λ
β
eff works well for most isotopes

and is broadly used. For example, s-process (slow neutron
capture process, where all nuclei are near β stability) nuclear
reaction networks mostly use a thermal equilibrium λ

β
eff [13].

The criterion that determines thermal equilibrium to be a valid
assumption is that the internal transition (IT) rates, which push
each state to its thermal equilibrium population, are much faster
than the individual β-decay rates. At temperatures much lower
than the lowest excited state and in the absence of production,
ni ≈ 0 for all excited states, so λ

β
eff corresponds to the labo-

ratory β-decay rate of the ground state. At high temperatures,
the photon bath efficiently drives internal transitions that bring
the nucleus to thermal equilibrium.

Although thermal equilibrium is usually a valid assumption,
it can fail at some temperatures in isotopes with low-lying
long-lived isomers. The GS and IS may behave very differently,
and the IT rates that keep them in equilibrium are inefficient at
lower temperatures. If the long-lived states (GS and IS) have
very different β-decay rates and one of them is comparable to
or faster than the connecting IT rates, defining a single EBD
rate becomes ambiguous. Nevertheless, EBD rates can still be
defined for the GS and IS individually, allowing the individual
states to be evolved separately as described in the next section.

III. METHODS

The time evolution of the nuclear-state abundances Ni (the
number of nuclei of a given species in state i) is described by

the coupled differential equations [6]

Ṅi =
∑

j

(λjiNj − λijNi) −
(∑

d

λd
i

)
Ni +

∑
p

P
p
i , (3)

where λij is the IT rate from state i to state j , λd
i is the

destruction rate of state i through external channel d, and P
p
i

is the total production rate of state i through external channel
p. Here we take all P

p
i = 0 and consider only destruction via

β decay.
Starting from an initial abundance of states Ni(t = 0), EBD

rates can be defined by time evolving each Ni according to
Eq. (3) to find the time τeff such that the total isotopic abundance
drops by a factor of e.∑

i

Ni(τeff ) = 1/e
∑

i

Ni(t = 0). (4)

Then at a given temperature T , we have λeff
β = 1/τeff .

At high temperatures where thermal equilibrium is
achieved, the IT rates are fast enough that τeff is independent of
the initial distribution of the Ni . However, at intermediate and
low temperatures, τeff depends on the initial conditions, and
the EBD rates are sensible only for individual long-lived states
(i.e., the GS and isomers). Then for each long-lived state, λ

β
eff

can be calculated with the criterion in Eq. (4) by starting from a
initial population where all of the nuclei are in that state. We use
this method to compute λ

β
eff separately for the GS and the IS.

This prescription gives the correct EBD rates for long-lived
states with both fast and slow β-decay rates at low and high
temperatures. However, at intermediate temperatures, it fails
to estimate the EBD rates for the IS of both 26Al and 34Cl.
This failure is due to the fact that the β-decay rates become
time dependent at intermediate temperatures. We discuss this
is detail in Sec. VI. We use the Eq. (4) prescription described
above for calculating the EBD rates and compare our results
with calculations from previous studies.

IV. NUCLEAR PHYSICS INPUTS

We used measured values for IT rates and β-decay rates
taken from Ref. [17] whenever available. However, for many of
the possible transitions, experimental values are not available.
We estimated unknown IT and β-decay rates with shell model
calculations using the USDB interaction [18]. Since the USDB
interaction was obtained by fitting both single-particle energies
and two-body matrix elements to experimental data in sd-shell
nuclei, we expect accurate predictions of unknown transition
strengths for nuclei in this mass region.

The Hamiltonian was diagonalized using the shell model
codes NUSHELLX@MSU [19] and OXBASH [20]. We consulted
Ref. [21] for shell model parameter values. We used the
recommended effective charges, i.e., ep = 1.36e and en =
0.45e. The Gamow-Teller β-decay strengths are quenched by a
factor of 0.584. For M1 transitions, the free-nucleon g factors
are quenched by a factor of 0.9. For higher multipole magnetic
transitions (M3 and M5), we used bare values of g factors.
This allowed us to compute all spontaneous IT rates λs

ij where
Ei > Ej . Including stimulated emission, the transition rates
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λij for Ei > Ej are [8]

λij = λs
ij

1 − e−(Ei−Ej )/T
. (5)

The IT rates for transitions with Ei < Ej were computed using
detailed balance and are given by

λij = gj

gi

λs
ji

e(Ej −Ei )/T − 1
, (6)

where gi and gj are the nuclear-state degeneracies 2Ji + 1 and
2Jj + 1.

V. RESULTS

Using the IT and β-decay rates obtained as described above,
we evolved Ni according to equation Eq. (3) to calculate the
EBD rates for the GS and IS by finding τeff as defined in Eq. (4).
In order to calculate the EBD rate for each state i, the initial
abundance of all states except state i were set to zero.

A. 26Al

The 26Al GS has a laboratory β-decay half-life of 0.717
Myr, while the IS has an energy of 228 keV and a β-decay half-
life of 6.35 s. The IS is directly connected only weakly to the GS
via the highly suppressed M5 transition shown in Fig. 1. This
transition is still not observed in experiment; we estimate an
M5 rate of λ = 2.73 × 10−13 s−1 from the shell model. On the
other hand, the GS couples strongly to the 3+ state at 417 keV
(via an E2 transition) while the IS couples strongly to the 1+
state at 1058 keV (via an M1 transition). An E2 transition
connects the 3+ and 1+ states, and a weak M3 transition
links the 3+ state to the IS (see Appendix A for all transition
rates). Although weak, the (1+; 1058 keV → 3+; 417 keV) E2
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FIG. 1. 26Al level and decay diagram. The state at 228 keV is
a long-lived isomer. Only low-lying γ and β transitions are shown.
The stronger and weaker transitions are represented by thick and thin
arrows, respectively, and the broken arrows correspond to hindered
transitions. Experimental data are from Ref. [17].
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FIG. 2. 26Al β-decay rates calculated in this work. Solid black:
ground-state effective rate. Dashed blue: isomeric-state effective rate.
Dashed-dot red squares: thermal equilibrium rate.

transition is the critical bridge between the GS and the IS atT �
40 keV. At very low temperatures the GS and the IS are essen-
tially decoupled by thermal suppression of transitions from
low to high energy, but the indirect coupling between them
increases with increasing temperature via the 1+ and 3+ states.

Figure 2 shows the EBD rates for the GS and IS of 26Al. For
T � 15 keV, λβ

eff for both the GS and the IS are their respective
laboratory β-decay rates. As T increases however, the GS λ

β
eff

begins to increase because the IS starts to become thermally
populated. Interestingly, although the 3+ and 1+ state are
connected by a weaker E2 transition, its rate of ∼5 × 108s−1 is
still sufficiently fast that it can act as an efficient bridge between
the GS and the IS. Because the laboratory β-decay rate of the IS
is greater than the GS by more than 13 orders of magnitude, the
GS λ

β
eff diverges dramatically from the laboratory β-decay rate

even at temperatures where the population of the IS is quite low.
In contrast, the IS λ

β
eff stays roughly equal to its laboratory rate

up to T ∼ 30 keV. Above this temperature, the IT rates become
sufficiently high for the GS and IS to be strongly coupled via the
higher-lying 3+ and 1+ states. For T � 40 keV, the λ

β
eff is iden-

tical for both the GS and the IS and is equal to the thermal equi-
librium rate. Thus, at temperatures where thermal equilibrium
is quickly achieved, λ

β
eff becomes well defined for an isotope

as a whole, since the rate is independent of the initial configu-
ration. For T � 40 keV, λ

β
eff applies only to individual states.

We compared our calculations with the standard accepted
rates from Ref. [7] and recent results from Ref. [11]; the former
study reports the GS EBD rates as defined in Eq. (4), whereas
the latter employs a novel formalism. As shown in Fig. 3, the
rates calculated by Ref. [11] deviate by orders of magnitude
from Ref. [7] above T � 30 keV, while our GS EBD rates
match the older Ref. [7] rates. Although Ref. [11] concluded
that the inclusion of many 26Al levels was responsible for this
effect, we include the same states and do not find the large
deviations at T � 30 keV. To investigate this, we repeated
our calculations, replacing our shell model IT rates with the
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FIG. 3. 26Al β-decay rates from several calculations. Solid black:
ground-state effective rate as computed in this work. Dashed gray
circles: ground-state effective rate as calculated in this work with
Weisskopf rates for unknown internal transitions. Dashed blue trian-
gles: off-equilibrium rate fit from Ref. [7]. Solid magenta diamonds:
rate calculated by Ref. [11]. Dashed-dot red squares: rate calculated
assuming thermal equilibrium.

Weisskopf approximation used in Ref. [11]. We found that this
only slightly changes the EBD rates for T � 30 keV and does
not affect the rates at T � 30 keV.

B. 34Cl

We computed the EBD rates for 34Cl to further check our
methods, comparing the results with previous studies. For this
nucleus, we considered only the lowest six levels, shown in
Fig. 4.
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FIG. 4. 34Cl level diagram. The state at 146 keV is a long-lived
isomer. The arrows are as in Fig. 1. Experimental data are from
Ref. [17].
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FIG. 5. 34Cl β-decay rates calculated in this work. Dashed blue:
ground-state effective rate. Solid black: isomeric-state effective rate.
Dashed-dot red squares: thermal equilibrium rate.

34Cl also has a low-lying isomer at 146 keV excitation;
its β-decay half-life is 58 min, long compared to the 1.53
s half-life of the GS. This contrasts with 26Al, wherein the
GS is much more β stable than the IS. Furthermore, the 34Cl
IS is connected to the GS by an M3 transition, which is less
forbidden than the M5 transition directly linking the 26Al IS
and GS. Nevertheless, the 34Cl M3 transition constitutes only
a weak direct coupling to the GS, so these states communicate
more efficiently at intermediate temperatures via the 1+ state
at 461 keV. This intermediate state strongly couples to the
GS (M1 transition) and somewhat less strongly to the IS
(E2 transition). These transition strengths are sufficient for
the state to act as an efficient bridge at intermediate and high
temperatures. The second 1+ state at 666 keV, being still fairly
low in excitation energy, provides additional routes to couple
the GS and the IS.

Figure 5 shows our EBD rates for the GS and the IS. As with
26Al at high temperature, the EBD rates for both states are equal
to the thermal equilibrium rate at T � 25 keV. At low temper-
atures, the EBD rates correspond to the laboratory β-decay
rates. At all temperatures, the GS EBD rate is essentially equal
to the thermal equilibrium rate, which in turn is very similar to
the laboratory GS β-decay rate even at high temperature. This
is due to the fast laboratory GS β-decay rate, which, when
coupled with its high thermal population factor, makes the GS
the dominant contributor to β decay at all temperatures. This
contrasts with the IS, where even a slight flow of population
to the ground state has a large effect on the IS EBD rate.

Figure 6 compares our rates with earlier results. We find
that our IS EBD rates match the rates from Refs. [7,11] at high
and low temperatures.

VI. DISCUSSION

As we detailed above, the EBD rate for an isotope with
a low-lying isomer is not well defined at temperatures below
which the assumption of thermal equilibrium is valid. In such
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FIG. 6. 34Cl β-decay rates from several calculations. Solid black:
isomeric-state effective rate as computed in this work. Dashed gray
circles: isomeric-state effective rate as calculated in this work with
Weisskopf rates for unknown internal transitions. Dashed blue trian-
gles: off-equilibrium rate fit from Ref. [7]. Solid magenta diamonds:
rate calculated by Ref. [11]. Dashed-dot red squares: rate calculated
assuming thermal equilibrium.

nuclei, the EBD rate can be computed from Eqs. (3) and (4) for
the individual long-lived states (the ground and isomeric states)
for use in reaction network calculations. These individual-state
EBD rates are valid at both low and high temperatures. At low
temperature, the IT rates are so slow that the GS and IS are
essentially independent, and at high temperature, the IT rates
rapidly bring all states to their thermal equilibrium populations.

At intermediate temperatures, this technique may give
inaccurate results. In 26Al, for example, state population can
flow from a fully populated IS to the more β-stable GS at a
rate fast enough to impact the overall β-decay rate but too slow
to drive the nucleus to thermal equilibrium. The consequence
is that the first e folding in total abundance will take less time
than the next. While the EBD rate works well for the 26Al GS,
it thus fails for the IS at intermediate temperatures. This can
be seen in Fig. 7(a) where the total abundance (initially all
in the IS) decays by a factor of e in ∼10 s before reaching a
quasiequilibrium steady state in ∼100 s from which it decays
slowly. The transient behavior implies that the rate computed
from Eq. (4) is too fast. Figure 7(b) emphasizes this fact by
comparing 26Al IS EBT rates estimated from the time required
to decay by factors of e,e2, and e3. A similar problem arises
for the IS of 34Cl, although because the IS is more β stable than
the GS, the transient behavior is a slower decay rate. Plainly
stated, the true β-decay rate in these examples evolves with
time, so a single constant value loses its meaning.

The steady state attained at higher temperatures (thermal
equilibrium) and at intermediate temperatures (quasiequilib-
rium) is described by the population distributionni that satisfies

ṅi = 0. (7)

In fact, an EBD rate can also be defined using this steady-state
criterion. This quantity works well at higher temperatures when
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FIG. 7. (a) Time evolution of 26Al abundance at temperature
T = 32 keV starting with an initial population entirely in the isomeric
state. Solid black: total abundance. Dash-dot blue: isomer abun-
dance. Dotted magenta: ground-state abundance. Dashed red: total
abundance assuming the isomer effective β-decay rate. (b) Effective
β-decay rates estimated from the time required for the total abundance
to decay by a factor of e (solid black), e2 (dashed blue), and e3

(dash-dot red).

thermal equilibrium is attained, but at low temperatures it does
not reflect the evolution of the nuclear species abundance in a
star. Stellar nuclear processes tend to preferentially produce the
isotope in or near a particular long-lived state, so at intermedi-
ate temperatures in can run into problems similar to those dis-
cussed above for Eq. (4). Nevertheless, it is a useful concept for
understanding how isotopes with isomers can behave in stellar
conditions; we will explore this in a forthcoming paper [22].

The difficulties with intermediate temperatures can pose
a serious problem in stellar nucleosynthesis calculations if
isotopes with isomers are produced at such temperatures. The
most straightforward way to accurately calculate the β decay
at intermediate temperatures is to treat the nuclear states of iso-
topes with isomers as separate species, but this of course would
increase the network size and thus add to the computational
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cost. On the other hand, given that postprocessing nuclear
reaction network calculations often include several hundred
nuclides, adding a few more species for certain isotopes will
not amount to a substantial inflation of computational costs. In
fact, although we included 11 states in our 26Al calculations,
Ref. [10] showed that using only the first four states will yield
accurate results. Similarly, we found that the first three states
are sufficient for 34Cl.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We calculated the effective β-decay (EBD) rates for 26Al
and 34Cl at temperatures appropriate for stellar conditions. Our
results agree with previous calculations by Refs. [7,8,10], and
we do not find the deviation in the high-temperature EBD rates
for 26Al reported by Ref. [11]. While we do not speculate on the
reason for the discrepancy in Ref. [11], we positively rule it out.

We point out that at temperatures below which thermal
equilibrium is reachable for a particular nuclear species (typ-
ically species with long-lived isomers), the EBD rate is not
well defined for the isotope as a whole. Instead, EBD rates
should be defined separately for the ground state (GS) and the
isomeric state (IS). These rates can be used in nuclear reaction
networks where the GS and IS are treated as two different
species. However, at intermediate temperatures, the EBD rate
gives inaccurate results for the 26Al IS and 34Cl IS, although it
works well for the GS of both nuclides.

It is important to note that particular isotopes are usually
synthesized in stars at specific temperatures that may or may
not be intermediate. For example, 26Al is synthesized either

at low temperatures (T � 10 keV) during core H burning or
at high temperatures (T � 90 keV) during shell C/Ne burning
[23]. The EBD rates will give accurate results at these tempera-
tures provided the GS and the IS are treated separately. Indeed,
Ref. [10] showed the EBD rates give identical results when
compared to calculations where the nuclear states are treated
explicitly. However, since only a handful of isotopes with
low-lying isomers are relevant for stellar nucleosynthesis and
only a few states (�5) are needed for the explicit treatment to
produce accurate results, this generally more robust treatment
for such isotopes may be worth the computational cost.
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APPENDIX: ELECTROMAGNETIC
AND β-DECAY RATES

We provide here our experimental and shell model IT and β-
decay rate inputs for 26Al (Table I) and 34Cl (Table II). We show
experimental (exp) and shell model (SM) electromagnetic rates
side by side for comparison. Wherever available, we use the
experimental values in our calculations.

TABLE I. Electromagnetic transition rates and β-decay rates for 26Al. Starred (*) β-decay rates are experimental values. All experimental
energy levels and transition/decay rates were taken from Ref. [17].

Ei (keV) Jiπ λ
β
i (s−1) Ef (keV) Jf π Eγ (keV) Multipolarity λ

exp
if (s−1) λSM

if (s−1)

0.0 5+ *3.07×10−14

228.305 0+ *1.09×10−1 0.0 5+ 228.305 M5 2.73×10−13

416.852 3+ 1.09×10−4 0.0 5+ 416.848 E2 5.58×108 8.16×108

228.305 0+ 188.547 M3 6.57×10−2

1057.739 1+ 9.88×10−2 0.0 5+ 1057.739 E4 1.53×10−2

228.305 0+ 829.30 M1 2.77×1013 3.17×1013

416.852 3+ 640.887 E2 5.24×108

1759.034 2+ 4.81×10−3 0.0 5+ 1759.034 M3 3.62×104

228.305 0+ 1530.729 E2 1.01×108

416.852 3+ 1342.145 E2 1.79×1011 5.54×1010

1057.739 1+ 701.285 E2 3.58×109 1.37×109

1850.62 1+ 1.06×10−1 0.0 5+ 1850.62 E4 4.87×101

228.305 0+ 1622.0 7 M1 2.15×1013 2.69×1013

416.852 3+ 1433.73 E2 1.51×1011 4.20×1012

1057.739 1+ 792.881 E2 2.56×108

1759.034 2+ 91.586 E2 1.19×105

2068.86 (4+) 3.70×10−5 0.0 5+ 2068.77 E2 6.93×1011 8.59×1011

228.305 0+ 1840.555 E4 1.68×10−2

416.852 3+ 1651.95 E2 1.54×1012 8.59×1011

1057.739 1+ 1011.121 M3 9.39×101

1759.034 2+ 309.826 E2 5.63×106

1850.62 1+ 218.24 M3 1.12×10−3
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TABLE I. (Continued.)

Ei (keV) Jiπ λ
β
i (s−1) Ef (keV) Jf π Eγ (keV) Multipolarity λ

exp
if (s−1) λSM

if (s−1)

2069.47 (2+) 1.13×10−1 0.0 5+ 2069.47 M3 1.01×105

228.305 0+ 1841.09 E2 1.49×1012 1.49×1012

416.852 3+ 1652.56 M1 1.05×1013 1.66×1013

1057.739 1+ 1011.71 M1 3.73×1013 5.72×1013

1759.034 2+ 310.43 M1 8.58×1010 1.32×1011

1850.62 1+ 218.85 M1 1.98×1010 3.70×1010

2068.86 (4+) 0.61 E2 2.67×10−9

2071.64 1+ 2.13×10−2 0.0 5+ 2071.64 E4 5.63×10−1

228.305 0+ 1842.8 M1 5.51×109 1.04×1013

416.852 3+ 1654.73 E2 6.55×108 1.20×109

1057.739 1+ 1013.901 E2 2.17×109

1759.034 2+ 312.606 E2 1.45×106

1850.62 1+ 221.02 E2 2.48×106 1.19×106

2068.86 (4+) 2.78 M3 1.83×10−16

2069.47 (2+) 2.17 E2 2.78×10−6

2365.15 3+ 1.73×10−3 0.0 5+ 2365.034 E2 7.73×109 1.69×109

228.305 0+ 2136.845 M3 2.94×104

416.852 3+ 1948.219 E2 2.86×1011 1.19×1011

1057.739 1+ 1307.375 E2 1.19×1011 5.16×1010

1759.034 2+ 606.108 E2 1.28×1010 9.78×109

1850.62 1+ 514.53 E2 5.29×108

2068.86 (4+) 296.29 E2 2.51×107

2069.47 (2+) 295.678 M1 4.42×1011 9.05×109

2071.64 1+ 293.51 E2 2.13×106

2545.367 3+ 3.29×10−3 0.0 5+ 2545.232 E2 2.12×109 5.39×109

228.305 0+ 2317.062 M3 1.39×106

416.852 3+ 2128.421 M1 2.61×1011 2.12×1011

1057.739 1+ 1487.582 E2 2.53×1010 7.59×107

1759.034 2+ 786.320 E2 3.35×1010 7.94×107

1850.62 1+ 694.747 E2 5.31×108

2068.86 (4+) 476.507 E2 4.40×108

2069.47 (2+) 475.892 M1 6.83×1011 2.28×1012

2071.64 1+ 473.727 E2 1.32×108

2365.15 3+ 180.217 E2 2.58×105

TABLE II. Electromagnetic transition rates and β-decay rates for 34Cl. Starred (*) β-decay rates are experimental values. All experimental
energy levels and transition/decay rates were taken from Ref. [17].

Ei (keV) Jiπ λ
β
i (s−1) Ef (keV) Jf π Eγ (keV) Multipolarity λ

exp
if (s−1) λSM

if (s−1)]

0.0 0+ *4.54×10−1

146.36 3+ *2.00×10−4 0.0 0+ 146.36 M3 1.61×10−4 1.95×10−4

461.00 1+ 3.94×10−3 0.0 0+ 461.00 M1 1.33×1011 6.08×1010

146.36 3+ 314.64 E2 <6.67×108 2.07×107

665.56 1+ 2.07×10−2 0.0 0+ 665.55 M1 6.33×1010 2.44×1010

146.36 3+ 519.19 E2 5.07×109 6.55×108

461.00 1+ 204.55 E2 6.96×109 7.60×106

1230.26 2+ 5.51×10−3 0.0 0+ 1230.24 E2 9.69×108 7.47×108

146.36 3+ 1083.88 E2 1.65×1010 2.96×109

461.00 1+ 769.25 E2 1.94×1010 5.33×1010

665.56 1+ 564.68 E2 1.43×1010 1.98×109

1887.14 2+ 1.29×10−3 0.0 0+ 1887.10 E2 <2.94×1010 5.02×109

146.36 3+ 1740.74 E2 2.02×1011 1.72×1011

461.00 1+ 1426.10 E2 3.26×1011 3.26×1011

665.56 1+ 1221.55 E2 9.79×109 6.95×109

1230.26 2+ 656.86 E2 9.79×109 2.64×109
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